
A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DUPLICATE EVENING. 
 
1.The attached short description , kindly provided to local clubs by Tony Philpott, 
describes how to log in, get set up and play.  An FBC  specific web link  will be 
provided closer to the time.   The important thing to remember is DO NOT try to 
move yourself.  The movement is fully automated, players are moved as soon as all 
tables have finished a round. 
 
2. There will be a nominated "host" for each evening, who can be contacted if you 
have any issues.  We will always have an even number of pairs, (by having a 
nominated reserve pair for each evening if needed), so no sit-out rounds. 
 
3. We will be playing 18 boards, starting at 7pm for 7:10pm, with a firm aim of 
finishing by around 9:30pm.  Please avoid slow play, particularly discussion of a 
previous hand while your current round is still incomplete, as this will hold everyone 
up.  Only ask essential questions about opponents bidding & play, if these are not 
covered in their SSD (convention card).  The host may hurry up slow players. 
 
4.There are two boards per round.  Round 1 all tables play board 1-2, round 2 
boards 3-4 etc, so there are no rolling travellers.     Please do not be fazed if you find 
yourself not at a table between rounds - your next table/opponents are not yet ready, 
so be patient.  Results will be available in all our familiar detail, on the Farnham 
Bridge club website, 30 minutes or so after close of play.  
 
5. We have the option of submitting results to the EBU for master points and NGS 
purposes.  There is modest cost to this, which we will have to recover, but it will 
enable us as a club to financially support the EBU.   We will consult on this later in 
the year. 
 
6. The Bourne Bridge club and 3Counties Bridge club are also taking advantage of 
this new facility to run club evenings on other than Wednesdays.  
 


